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ABSTRACT
Determination of the mechanical properties of
nanostructured

soft

materials

and

their

composites in a quantitative manner is of
great importance to improve the fidelity in
their fabrication and to enable subsequent
reliable utility. Here, we report on the
characterization of the elastic and photoelastic
parameters of a periodic array of nanowalls
(grating) by the non-invasive Brillouin light scattering technique and finite element calculations. The
resolved elastic vibrational modes in high and low aspect ratio nanowalls reveal quantitative and
qualitative differences related to the two-beam interference lithography fabrication and subsequent aging
in ambient conditions. The phononic properties, namely the dispersion relations, can be drastically altered
by changing the surrounding material of the nanowalls. Here we demonstrated that liquid infiltration turns
the phononic function from a single-direction phonon-guiding to an anisotropic propagation along the two
orthogonal directions. The susceptibility of the phononic behavior to the infiltrating liquid can be of
unusual benefits, such as sensing and alteration of the materials under confinement.
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Thin and patterned polymer films with nanoscopic thicknesses are materials with growing interest, as the
demand of miniaturization by the industry keeps on. Thin polymer structures are used in a variety of
emerging applications including flexible electronics,1,2 superhydrophobic coatings,3,4 phononic crystals5
and plasma etching masks.6 The polymer nanostructures pose advantages in respect to their hard (e.g.
silicon, metal) counterparts as they can be transparent, biocompatible and low cost.7 One dimensional (1D)
gratings consisting on periodic arrays of nanowalls with high aspect ratio (AR = height / width) are
desired in many applications.8 For example, as plasma etching mask, high AR polymer nanowalls increase
the etching resistance;9 therefore the diffraction efficiency of the resulting grating is improved.6 However,
the increasing compliance also limit the maximum AR of nanowalls achievable, due to collapsing of the
structures during fabrication or post-applications.10
The direct fabrication of high AR (>2) polymer gratings has been elusive by photo- and nanoimprint
lithography using conventional polymers.11 Organosilicate photoresists have enhanced the mechanical
properties of the gratings, for the fabrication of stable ultrahigh AR (up to 10) by interference
lithography.12 The mechanical properties of the resulting nanowalls differ from the bulk depending on the
degree of polymerization, post-exposure baking and rinsing processes. These nanowalls are amenable to
buckling by boundary forces resulting from dissimilar expansion of the sample to the substrate.13 Also,
capillary forces during drying of patterned lithographic films from developer lead to pattern collapse if
the AR is high or the material is mechanically weak.14 The stability and mechanical properties of
nanostructures is of paramount importance to guarantee their optimal performance. Therefore it is
requisite to develop methods to the precisely determination of the mechanical behavior of nanoscopic
polymer structures.
The state-of-the-art methods for nanomechanic measurements are based on deformation,15,16 or on
acoustic wave propagation.17,18 Both methods pose limitations: the former is destructive, while the latter
requires a complex sample preparation. Both assume linear stress-strain relationship,19 and cannot resolve
the direction-dependent mechanical behaviors.20 Yet, in the case of deformation tests, the estimation of
the Young’s modulus is based on the assumed value of the Poisson's ratio. The frequently employed
atomic force microscopy (AFM) indentation technique suffers from drawbacks originating from small
contact forces in the probe-sample interaction, and the influence of the rigid substrate.21 In this context,
Brillouin light scattering (BLS) emerges as a robust technique that provides an alternative for the noninvasively determination of the direction-dependent mechanical properties at nanoscale, without
complicated sample preparation. In BLS, the analysis of the spectral distribution of the scattered light by
thermal phonons provides information about the mechanical properties of polymer thin films in their
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elastic response regime (GHz).22 In the case of supported films, the influence of the supporting substrate
is reliably predicted by the theory.23
Here, we estimate the direction-dependent mechanical properties of high AR nanoscopic gratings
using BLS. The recorded spectra (frequency and intensity) are function of the geometric, elastic and
photoelastic parameters. Through finite element method (FEM) modeling we access to the complete
characterization of the 1D grating consisting of an array of nanowalls. Because the susceptibility of
nanowall collapsing is dependent on the aspect ratio,13,24 we evaluate the size-dependent fidelity on high
AR and low AR nanowalls. The direction-dependence is assessed in both, pristine and buckled-defect
gratings. Fundamental understanding of the mechanical properties of nanoscopic nanowalls will provide
insights how to improve the material performance, and realize the tuning of these sensitive materials by
infiltrating liquid in the interstices of the grating. The presence of periodicity in the sub micrometer range
invokes elastic wave (phonon) interactions in hypersonic frequencies that inevitably leads to deviations
from the linear acoustic dispersion ‒frequency f versus wave vector q – that is a characteristic feature of
homogeneous bulk materials. Record of the rich dispersion f(q) is necessary to unveil phononic behaviors
that essentially determine the flow of the elastic energy in nanostructured materials. Therefore, in addition
to the nanomechanic characterization, the phononic character of the grating is assessed in both pristine
and liquid filled structures.
 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The 1D gratings consisting of a periodic array of soft nanowalls were fabricated by two-beam interference
lithography (Methods) with two distinct AR = 11 (nanowalls, Figure 1) and AR= 2 (nanolines).25 In brief,
the photoresist film was prepared from epoxy polyhedral oligomeric silsesquoxane (epoxy-POSS), a
transparent organosilicate consisting of POSS molecules (smallest silica particles) with covalently bonded
epoxy groups suitable for photopolymerization. The spincoated film was exposed to a 532nm-laser, and
baked at 50 °C to crosslink the exposed regions. Then, the grating was developed in propylene glycol
monomethyl ether acetate. The geometric parameters height h, width w and period a were determined by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and are listed in Table 1. Nanowalls and nanolines are prepared
directly on glass substrates, therefore the nanowalls are not in contact through any bottom layer.26,27
Table 1. Characteristic dimensions of the photoresist gratings.a

Sample
Nanolines
Nanowalls
a

h (nm)
600
2700

w (nm)
320
250

AR
2
11

a (nm)
650
630

w/a
0.5
0.4

Lattice constant (a), height (h), width (w), aspect ratio (h/w) and width to lattice constant ratio (w/a).
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Figure 1: Structure of the samples. (a) Schematic illustration of a 1D- grating with lattice constant a, width w, and
height h along with the principal axes. (b) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of nanowalls (AR = 11); the
bending is due to the electron beam during imaging by SEM.

High AR nanowalls
Direct measurements of elastic properties in soft gratings are performed with the non-contact and nondestructive BLS technique. BLS spectroscopy is based on the photoelastic interaction of thermal
hypersonic (GHz) elastic excitations with the probing laser beam. Thermal phonons interact with the
photons to give rise to a momentum transfer manifested as frequency shifts in the recorded spectrum of
scattered light. The momentum transfer between the incident photon and an elastic single mode (phonon)
is expressed by ħq = ħks ± ħki, where ħki and ħks are the momenta of the incident and scattered photons,
respectively. The spectral Brillouin shift, f, depends on the direction and magnitude of the scattering wave
vector q as described in the dispersion relation f(q). For transmission geometry (Figure 2a), the magnitude
of the wave vector is q = 4π/ λT·sin(θ/2) (λT = 532 nm, θ is the scattering angle) and for backscattering
geometry (inset Figure 2e) is q = 4π/λBS·sinα (λBS = 514.5 nm), where α is the angle of the beam to the
normal of the substrate. Responsible for BLS in transmission and backscattering geometries is the
photoelastic and surface ripple mechanisms, respectively. The ripple mechanism ‒weak in transparent
materials28,29‒ is enhanced in this transparent material by a thin (~15 nm) aluminum coat, which results in
a weak blue shift (< 3%) of the phonon frequencies due to the structure stiffening, as confirmed by FEM
calculations. In transmission geometry, the incident light is polarized vertically (V) to the scattering plane
xz (Figure 2a). The polarized spectra were recorded with a vertical (V) polarization, while the depolarized
spectra were recorded with horizontal (H) polarization (in the xz plane). In the back-scattering experiment,
the incident light is horizontally polarized, and the collected light is vertically polarized (HV). Polarized
and depolarized light carry distinct information about longitudinal or transverse displacement modes,
respectively. The dispersion f(q) was recorded for phonon propagation along the nanowalls (x-axis,
Figure 2a) because along the periodicity direction (y-axis) the strong diffracted beams obscures the BLS
signal in the transmission geometry. The periodicity effect (pL and pT branches) is discussed in
Supplementary Information.
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Figure 2: Brillouin light scattering of high aspect ratio nanowalls. (a) Schematic of the BLS scattering geometry
(transmission). ki, ks are the incident and scattered wave vectors respectively, oriented an angle θ respect to each
other. q is the scattering wave vector along the nanowalls. (b) Experimental polarized (VV) BLS spectrum
represented by a sum of Lorentzian shapes (blue and red solid lines). (c) Dispersion relation f(q), acquired in VV
(black circles) and VH (blue circles) polarizations. Solid lines denote the representation of pL and pt modes by
Supplementary Eq. 1, while the dashed lines are guides for the eye. (d) Experimental backscattering spectrum
represented by a Lorentzian shape (red line). (e) Dispersion relation acquired in backscattering geometry (inset)
and HV polarization; dashed line is a guide for the eye.

The dispersion plot (Figure 2c) consist of five branches (1-5) related to the different elastic
excitations within the photoresist gratings, along the nanowalls. The recorded spectra in transmission
geometry consist of many peaks (representative spectrum in Figure 2b), and in backscattering geometry a
single phonon was observed (Figure 2d). The dispersion relation f(q) in Figure 2c consists of a collection
of branches acquired in VV polarization (black) and VH polarization (blue). Branch 1 in Figure 2e was
acquired with HV polarization in backscattering geometry. We note that a single sample was used to
record the dispersion in each case; the reproducibility (within 1%) is proven using an additional sample.
The nature of the observed modes is being disclosed by the theoretical representation of the full BLS
spectrum.5
We utilize the FEM analysis (Methods) to calculate the dispersion curves of elastic waves
propagating along the nanowalls. Many modes are anticipated due to the finite size of the nanowalls and
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their attachment to a quasi-rigid substrate; however, only a discrete number of modes were observed in
the experiment. To filter the modes that contribute strongly to the BLS intensity, we use the band sorting
method (Supplementary Information and Figure S1) and the photoelastic coupling between the probing
light and the sorted elastic modes.30 The dielectric tensor εjk at any given point is modulated by the elastic
wave due to the strain tensor Slm: δεjk = Pjklm Slm, where Pjklm is the photoelastic (Pockels) tensor. In
isotropic homogeneous media, only two photoelastic constants describe the materials, in Voigt notation
P11
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where ui is the displacement and ∂j denotes a partial derivative along the j-th direction. The selection rules
in Eqs. 2 and 3 allow only few modes to contribute to the BLS intensity in each polarization (Figure 3a
and 3b). The theoretical spectra were convoluted with the instrumental width (~0.3 GHz). The excess of
broadening in the experimental spectrum is due to additional damping because of phonon scattering and
secondary relaxations in the glassy epoxy. The nanowall elastic and photoelastic parameters (in Table 2)
are then obtained from the unique theoretical description of the full experiment (dispersion and peak
intensities).
Figure 3c displays the theoretical BLS intensity (IVV + IVH) dispersion relation. The bands with
sufficiently large BLS intensity are colored, while the bands with zero intensity (dark blue) are set to a
certain transparency for visualization purposes. A thorough inspection of the dispersion plot (Figure 3c)
reveals that the experimental points can be satisfactorily described by the Lamb modes of an infinite plate
of the same wall thickness, w (Figure S2). Lamb modes are classified as An and Sn, with antisymmetric
and symmetric displacements of the plate free surfaces from their mid-plane, respectively. Based on the
displacement field, An modes are observed in VH (Figure 3b, Eq. 2), while Sn modes are observed in VV
(Figure 3a, Eq. 3) polarization. The fundamental modes A0 (flexural) and S0 (extensional) are the most
important since they carry large fraction of the elastic energy and have no low cut-off frequency at q = 0
(Figure 3c). The cut-off frequency of higher order modes is f = mc/2w, where m is a positive integer, and
c is either the epoxy's transverse velocity for even An and odd Sn modes, or the epoxy's longitudinal
velocity for odd An and even Sn modes. The dependence of the fundamental modes with the transverse cT
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and longitudinal cL velocities of sound in epoxy is related to their symmetry and the wave vector. For
instance, S0-like mode is sensitive to the variation of cT and not too much to cL, whereas the S1-like mode
is sensitive to the variation of cL and becomes also sensitive to cT when the wave vector increases. A
more quantitative evaluation of these dependences is discussed in the Supplementary Information (see
Supplementary Figure S3). In our work, the band structure has been calculated for several choices of
these velocities. The best comparison with experiments is obtained for the cL and cT values listed in Table
2 with a variance about 4% and 10%, respectively. The elastic parameters in Table 2 reveal bulk-polymerlike behavior of pristine high AR nanowalls as both the Poisson ratio (0.32) and the longitudinal sound
velocity (2620 m/s) are values typical for glassy polymers. Access to exactly the same bulk material
forming the gratings is not possible, since the fabrication involves a process of crosslinking by an
interference pattern of variable intensity, and post-exposure baking and developing that affects the final
properties.33 Hence, the non-destructive in situ characterization of the grating is crucial.

Figure 3: High aspect ratio nanowalls. (a-b) Experimental (green) and computed (red) spectrum at q = 0.0135 nmin VV and VH polarization. The experimental spectra have been represented by a sum of Lorentzian lines (black).
The shaded region in (b) corresponds to the scattering peak of the glass substrate. (c) Computed BLS intensity (VV
+ VH polarizations) and experimental (pink circles) phononic band diagram. The arrow marks the wavenumber of
the spectra in (a-b). (d) Normalized total (utotal) and selected displacement fields along x (ux) and y (uy) directions of
a nanowall slice (tilted, see xyz axes), at q = 0.0135 nm-1 and three frequencies as indicated in the plot. For
visualization purposes, the total displacement has been exaggerated, and the nanowalls AR is not to scale.
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Table 2. Values of the physical quantities used in the theoretical calculations.b

Parameter
ρ (kg/m3)
cL (m/s)
cT (m/s)
ν
E (GPa)
P11 / P12

Nanowalls
1190
2620
1350
0.32
5.29
0.100

Nanolines
1190
2950
1450
0.34
6.20
0.667

Glass substrate
2200
5660
3390
0.22
617

Cargille
1000
1670
0

PDMS
965
1000
0

b

Density (ρ), longitudinal (cL) and transverse (cT) sound velocities, Poisson’s ratio (ν), Young’s modulus (E) and
photoelastic coefficients ratio (P11 / P12).

The observed modes 1-5 in Figure 2c are identified as A0, S0, A1, S1 and S2, respectively. The
displacement fields of some of the modes that contribute to the BLS intensity are displayed in Figure 3d.
These modes can be understood as guided modes along x direction, and stationary in y and z directions. At
low q‘s (< 2π/w ~ 0.026 nm-1), the A0-like mode (active in VH and HV polarizations) is dominated by the
transverse uy, while the S0-like mode (active in VV) is prevailed by the longitudinal ux displacement. At
high q’s, the wavelength of the phonon is shorter than the wall thickness, and the A0 and S0 modes
propagate on the vertical free surfaces of the walls with the speed of a Rayleigh wave of epoxy. Higher
harmonics, corresponding to stationary waves along the height of the nanowall with their oscillations in
the z-axis, contribute little to the BLS spectra (blue-transparent lines in Figure 3c). These modes become
more important with the decrease in AR, and indeed their intensity is stronger in nanolines (Figure 4g).
Aging effects
Polymer gratings are amenable to age by factors such as humidity, stress and temperature.13,19,34,35 Since
one of our goals is to tune the elastic properties of nanowalls by liquid infiltration, the study of possible
shape deformation of the gratings under wet conditions is relevant. Nanowalls stored in the lab for a few
months ‒under ambient temperature (≈23 °C) and humidity‒ are buckled (Figure 4a). It has been reported
that nanowalls exposed to humidity absorb water and swell.36 Because the nanowalls are attached to a
quasi-rigid substrate, residual stress along the lamina is created. When the critical stress S* is reached -depending on the nanowall aspect ratio --, straight nanowalls form wavy patterns.19
Since the elastic vibrations of the straight nanowalls can be described effectively by an infinite plate,
the BLS intensities of the buckled structures are computed for the infinite plate instead of the finite
nanowalls. The theoretical BLS intensities at several q’s are displayed for three values of the amplitude
(δ) and the period (d) of the wavy patterns (inset to Figure 4a) are displayed in Figure 4b and Figure 4c,
respectively. The blue lines are for d = 8400 nm and δ = 646 nm (observed values by SEM) and the green
lines denote spectral shape for the straight plate (δ = 0 nm or d→∞). In general, a variation of either d or δ
results in a diminution of the BLS intensities accompanied by a slight red-shift relative to straight plate
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case; to observe a significant red-shift, δ/d must be unrealistically small. As this zig-zag structure does not
display a symmetry plane, more modes (than only S0-like and S1-like) can be involved in the scattering
process. The results remain similar to the straight nanowalls as far as the ratio δ/d is small, while upon
increasing δ/d more modes appear in the vibration spectrum. Therefore, a moderated buckling does not
affect strongly the phonon propagation along the nanowalls.37

Figure 4: Aging effects. (a) Cross sectional SEM micrograph of nanowalls. (b-c) Computed VV BLS intensity of
buckled infinite plate. The (b) amplitude (δ) and c) period (d) of the ondulation is varied around its mean value 646
nm and 8400 nm respectively (blue lines). The parameters were fixed to d = 8400 nm in (b) and δ = 646 nm in (c).
The intensity spectrum of a straight nanowall is shown (green lines); peaks identified as 0 and 1 correspond to the
S0-like and S1-like modes, respectively. (d) Cross sectional SEM micrograph of nanolines. (e) Experimental (VV
polarization) and (f) computed spectrum at q = 0.0135 nm-1 in nanolines. In (f) the theoretical spectra are calculated
using P11/P12 = 0.67 (blue line) and (c) P11/P12 = 0.10 (grey dashed line). (g) Computed BLS intensity and
experimental (pink circles) phononic band diagram of the nanolines in VV polarization.

The apparent touching of the buckled nanowalls (Figure 4a) could, in principle, alter the dispersion
relation, and the phonon-guiding character. To evaluate precisely the influence of contact between walls,
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the dispersion relation for two walls touching in their tops was computed. No significant changes in the
dispersion are found for one-point contact, or 1/4 of the nanowall height h (Figure S4). For a touching
portion larger than h/2, there are significant changes in the dispersion; the formed pseudo-plate behaves as
a Lamb plate of 2w thickness. Nevertheless, the latter scenario is highly unrealistic and is disregarded.
Consequently, touching of the nanowalls is not expected to alter the phononic properties. However, the
experimental dispersion relation of the aged gratings reveal changes at high q's (or short sizes) and the
observed disparity deviation is ascribed to morphological issues due to fabrication (see Supplementary
Information and Figures S4, S5, S6). In this context it is worth mentioning that in previous backscattering
BLS studies on polymer nanolines the effect of trapezoidal shape was not considered in the numerical
calculations.38
In order to test the role of nanowall height on the buckling effect, we measured the dispersion by BLS
of short AR (= 2) nanolines. In contrast to the nanowalls, nanolines seem robust against buckling and
there is no significant deformation (Figure 4d) when aged at the same conditions as the nanowalls.
Assuming that S*×(AR)2 is constant for the same material,19 the critical compression stress S* in the case

of nanolines should be ≈ 30 times higher than that of the nanowalls, in agreement with the absence of
significant deformation in Figure 4d. Thus, nanolines can accommodate higher stress than nanowalls. To
qualitatively capture the band structure shown in Figure 4g, faster sound velocities and hence higher
Young modulus of nanolines are necessary compared to those for nanowalls (Table 2). This is in line with
the expected increase of bending stiffness and the compressive residual stress of short AR nanolines.11,39
The disparity of the mechanical strength (~15%) in the two photoresist gratings fabricated by the same
original material clearly indicates the necessity of non-destructive metrology, in particular for
nanostructures. And this is not restricted to a single physical property (Table 2).
The experimental dispersion of nanolines can still be captured by the guided Lamb modes of an
infinite plate of the same width w (Figure S1), in spite of their small AR. However, the suppression of
extensional S0 mode in the nanoline spectrum is remarkable (Figure 4f) in view of the strong intensity of
S0 in high AR nanowalls (Figure 3a). The justification of the S0 suppression involves a photoelastic
coefficient ratio P11 / P12 higher than in the nanowalls case (0.67 vs 0.10 in Table 2), despite being
fabricated from the same original material. A possible reason for this elasto-optic modification could be
related to the variation of the epoxy crosslinking characteristics, as a consequence of the sinusoidal
interference light intensity, and the longer crosslinking times for short nanolines.12 As P11 relates to
displacements parallel to the polarization direction (y-axis), i.e. flexural modes, a stronger crosslinked
polymeric matrix could accommodate an increase of P11. While the photoelastic coefficients are well
defined for crystalline materials,40 in the case of polymers subtle local structural changes can impart these
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coefficients. Again this disparity emphasizes the importance of material characterization at different
length scales.
Liquid filled gratings
Based on the displacement field of the vibration modes in Figure 3d, the strain is localized inside the
nanowall volume, while the substrate is essentially unstrained. In order to examine the phonon
confinement along the buckled nanowalls, we recorded the dispersion relation with different orientations
of q with respect to the wall direction, as illustrated in the inset to Figure 5. The superposition of the
modes 1, 2 and 4 when their frequencies are plotted as a function of the projected qx (= q·cosφ) evidences
the guidance of the elastic excitations along the nanowalls. In fact, the computed density of states at
several angles φ (Figure S7) supports the experimental finding. This is an advantage when utilizing
nanowalls as host for liquids; we emphasize that the main discrepancies between the empty and liquidfilled nanowalls are not due to the buckling, but entirely to the filling liquid.

Figure 5: Phonon guiding. Dispersion relation as a function of the projected qx along the nanowalls. The inset
displays a top-view SEM micrograph, indicating that the direction of q is tilted by an angle φ.

The phononic behavior of high AR gratings is expected to be significantly altered upon the presence
of a different environment (i.e. liquid). We infiltrated the gratings with a refractive index matched liquid
(Cargille Laboratories) that suppresses partially the diffracted beams in transmission geometry. In this
case, it is possible to record the phonon propagation across the nanowalls (y direction). The infiltration of
the grating with a liquid allows the propagation of the longitudinal acoustic wave along and across the
nanowalls. Figure 6a displays the theoretical and experimental dispersion relation for propagation across
the nanowalls (where the displacement has mainly uy and uz components) of Cargille-filled nanowalls. In
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this case, the grating behaves as 1D phononic crystal5 for longitudinal waves across the walls with the
experimental points falling into the reduced 3rd and 4th Brillouin zone. There is a deviation from the bulklike behavior (linear dispersion) caused by the periodicity in the sub micrometer range. The branches with
the highest BLS intensities in Figure 6a relate to the well-known folded acoustic branches of an infinite
1D phononic crystal. Between these branches, additional branches with little contribution to BLS (dark
blue dots in Figure 6a) correspond to stationary waves along the z-axis as a consequence of the finite size
of the grating. The dispersion relation across the nanowalls (y axis) is qualitatively different from that
along nanowalls (x axis, Figure 6b) for which no band gap is predicted. However, the experimental
dispersion could look similar (Figure S8) in view of the similar effective sound velocities in parallel (ceff,x
= 2130 m/s) and perpendicular (ceff,y =1880 m/s) to the walls. In this case, the phonon guiding evidenced
by Figure 5 is not apparent, and was confirmed by measurements (not shown here) at different orientation
angles φ.

Figure 6: Infiltration. (a-b) Theoretical and experimental phononic dispersion relations (a) across and (b) along the
high aspect ratio nanowalls infiltrated with Cargille liquid. (c) Theoretical and experimental phononic dispersion
relations along PDMS-infiltrated nanowalls. PDMS is assumed to form a thin (10nm) solid (cT,layer = 250 m/s ) layer
around the nanowalls.

The dispersion relation along the nanowalls (x-axis) is distinctly different in the two cases of empty
(Figure 3c) and filled (Figure 6b) grating. While the former displays multiple branches corresponding to
the propagation of phonons along the nanowalls, the dispersion relation of the latter has two branches of
S-like character. The experiment captures only the upper one (Figure 6b), probably because the lower
branch is obscured by the Rayleigh peak in the spectra. The higher orders contribute weakly to the BLS
intensity. Note that in the FEM calculations of the infiltrated grating the effect of buckling was not
simulated because first, the wavy patterns are random and second, the wavelength of the wavy patterns (d)
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is much longer in comparison with the phonon wavelength; these two factors cannot lead to an observable
phononic effect.41 Hence, the simulations were performed with straight nanowalls. The elastic and
photoelastic parameters needed for the theoretical modelling are the same in the filled and empty grating.
The new introduced parameter is the photoelastic coefficient for the liquid P = 4, which adopts a value
higher than in the epoxy.
In order to verify the sensitivity of the grating to different infiltrating liquids, we filled a second
sample of nanowalls with PDMS. In contrast to the previous case, the dispersion curves (Figure 6c)
contain an almost flat branch around 5 GHz, observed also in other periodic structures infiltrated with
PDMS.22 It is supposed that a very thin solidified layer of PDMS is formed under confinement. The flat
branch in Figure 6c can be rationalized if we assumed that PDMS forms a solid layer in contact to the
epoxy nanowalls of 10nm thickness and transverse sound velocity cT,layer = 250 m/s. This theoretical flat
branch in Figure 6c obtained in this way is associated with a strong displacement field in the solid PDMS
layer. The susceptibility of the guided modes along nanowalls to the infiltrating liquid can be of unusual
benefits: both sensing and alteration of the materials under confinement.42

 CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the elastic excitations of 1D epoxy-POSS gratings using BLS normal to the periodicity
direction for two different ARs. Full FEM calculations yield the elastic and photoelastic parameters of the
structure that are dependent on the fabrication conditions and aging. We demonstrated that the
propagation of elastic waves along the epoxy nanowalls is preserved when the grating is in air despite
buckling defects present in the high AR nanowalls after aging. The liquid infiltration activates the
propagation across the nanowalls. The recorded dispersion along the two main orthogonal directions (x
and y) is distinct, revealing anisotropy in the phonon propagation. The nanowall gratings are likely to be
suitable not only as hosts for liquids but as nano-building blocks towards three-dimensional architected
materials.43 Specifically, the assembly of building blocks at different length scales could lead to phonon
filtering applications for stiffer structures.44-46
 MATERIALS AND METHODS
Fabrication of nano-gratings. The soft gratings were fabricated by two-beam interference lithography
according to the procedure described in Ref. 10. In brief, the photoresist film was prepared from 50-70 wt%
of epoxy polyhedral oligomeric silsesquoxane (epoxy-POSS, EP0408 from Hybrid Plastics) and 0.9 wt%
(relative to the mass of epoxy-POSS) Irgacure 261 (visible photoacid generator, PAG, Ciba Specialty
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Chemicals). The exposed regions were crosslinked by baking at 50°C for 35 s, followed by development
in propylene glycol monomethyl ether acetate (PGMEA, Sigma-Aldrich) for 30 min.12 To prevent the
pattern collapse of the high aspect ratio nanolines, we rinsed the sample in isopropanol (IPA, SigmaAldrich) for 30 min, followed by drying in CO2 supercritical point dryer (SAMDRI®-PVT-3D, Tousimis).
The incident angles of the beams determine the periodicity and the height of the nanolines (i.e. film
thickness) could be fine-tuned by spin coating speed. Here, we investigated two of them, AR = h/w = 2
(nanolines) and 11 (nanowalls).
Scanning electron microscopy. The morphology and dimensions of the nanowalls and nanolines were
characterized by a scanning electron microscope (SEM, LEO Gemini 1530) at 0.7 kV.
Brillouin light scattering. BLS is a non-invasive technique which utilizes the scattering of an incident
probing laser beam from thermally activated density fluctuations (phonons) in transparent materials along
a certain direction. In transmission geometry, the probing wave vector orientation respect to the nanowalls
α is selected with the scattering geometry, and its wavenumber q = 4π/λsin(θ/2) is dependent on the
wavelength of the probing beam λ = 532 nm and the scattering angle θ for propagation parallel to the
substrate plane. The BLS spectrum consists of a family of frequency doublets at GHz frequencies,
resolved by a tandem Fabry-Perót interferometer (JRS Instruments). In backscattering (BS) geometry, the
wavenumber q = 4π/λBS sin(α) (λBS = 514.5 nm) depends on the angle of incidence α respect to the normal
of the film. The BLS spectra are represented by a sum of Lorentzian shapes; the error in the peak position
is about ± 0.05 GHz (<1%).
Theoretical modeling. The dispersion curves f(q) of the nanowalls are obtained by solving the elasticity
equations of motion by using the finite element method (FEM), by means of the software Comsol
Multiphysics. Due to the periodicity of the structure along y direction, the problem is solved in one unit
cell by assuming periodic boundary conditions at the limits of the unit cell. Free stress boundary
conditions are used at the surfaces of the ridge which are in contact with vacuum whereas fixed boundary
conditions are used at the bottom surface of the glass substrate (assumed to be of finite thickness). In the
liquid-filled gratings, the boundary conditions at the liquid/solid interface are continuous for the normal

stress and the normal displacement, given by <= = >2/0# '. From the knowledge of the eigenvalues
and eigenvectors of the structure, one can calculate the BLS spectra based on Eqs. 2 and 3. The
calculations were performed using the parameters in Table 2; otherwise is stated. The sensitivity of the
peak position of the modes in the theoretical spectra has a complex dependence on the elastic parameters
and the wavenumber q, and is illustrated in Supplementary Figure 6. The theoretical spectra are compared
with experiments by allowing the epoxy’s acoustic velocities cL and cT to change by 10% and 4%,
respectively, with respect to the best agreement.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
1. Periodicity modes
An in situ characterization of the periodicity of the grating was performed through the scattering of
the diffracted beams in transmission geometry. The strongly diffracted beams act as input beams for
subsequent scattering in the glass substrate by the bulk longitudinal and transverse phonons. Their
frequency shift is described by

0?# =

@ABCDD


EF  + ?  ± 2F?689H .

(Eq. S1)

Here G = 2π/a is the reciprocal lattice constant, φ is the relative angle between the probing wave vector q
and the nanowalls (Figure 5 inset) and cglass is the sound velocity in the glass substrate. Equation 1 is
obtained from f = cglassq/2π, with q2 = qx2 + qy2, and qy = k ± G, due to the momentum conservation.1 For
propagation along the nanowalls (φ = 0), there are two branches (pL and pT in Figure 2c) dependent on
substrate sound velocity, either the longitudinal or the transverse (Table 2). If q has a y-component (φ ≠ 0)
with an orientation as small as 1°, each “periodicity peak” in the BLS spectrum splits into a doublet; thus
there are four branches in the dispersion plot. The sensitivity of the spectrum to the nanowall orientation
in the scattering plane allows a precise control on the q-direction. Representation of the experimental
points by Supplementary Eq. 1 (solid lines in Figure 2c) using fixed the known values of the two glass
sound velocities yields the lattice parameter a.

2. Band sorting method
The calculation of the dispersion curves from which the densities of states and Brillouin scattering
spectra can be deduced based on the finite element method (FEM, see Methods). Since the material of
nanowalls have very different acoustic impedance (Z = cρ) than the substrate, we shall be mostly
interested in the modes below the sound lines of the glass substrate (red lines in Figure S1a) which are
highly confined inside the nanowalls and cannot penetrate into the substrate. Still, due to the finite size of
the nanowalls and nanolines, there are a great number of dispersion curves below the glass sound lines.
One can make a selection of the modes for which the displacement field is mainly composed of ux and uy
components. This selection is based on a band sorting method by means of the following relation

$) =



∭NOPQRO J|'$ | + K') K L M


∭SPT@U J|'$ | + K') K + |'* | L M

(Eq. S2)

This relation means that the mode which have mainly ux and uy components display a Pxy close to 1,
whereas the modes with uz component have Pxy close to 0. Figure S1b shows the dispersion branches that
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satisfy to the condition Pxy ≥ 0.8. One can recognize a similarity between these modes and those of an
infinite plate of equal thickness as the nanowall (Figure S2a). Therefore we call them Sn and An like (n is
an integer) for the modes whose displacement fields are respectively symmetric and antisymmetric with
respect to the mid-plane of the plate.

3. Morphological effects
To examine whether morphological changes of the nanolines and nanowalls relate to the observed change
of the elastic parameters, we consider the effect of the grating wall shape. Deviation from the theoretical
rectangular shape is feasible in the soft matter. We consider two deviations from the ideal straight
rectangular shape: (i) round top and round grafting of the nanolines to the substrate (Figure S5) and (ii)
trapezoidal nanowalls being narrower on the top than at the bottom (Figure S6). The BLS intensities and
the dispersion relation are not significantly affected by including a small rounding either on the top
(Figure S6b) or at the bottom (Figure S6c) of the nanowall structure.2 The second shape defect
(trapezoidal) can relate to the sinusoidal profile of the interference light pattern. Only above a critical
light intensity the oligomers will be crosslinked; hence the bottom of the nanowalls should have larger
crosslinking area than the top, leading to a broader bottom of the nanowalls. The computed BLS intensitydispersion relation of a trapezoidal nanowall can be understood as the superposition of the dispersions by
a nanowall with thickness in a range 100-250 nm. The S0 and S1-like bands are broad because the phasematching frequency sweeps the acoustic dispersion curve as the width of the nanowall increases. That
creates an apparent blue-shift of the S-like modes (Figure S6a). The increase of the sound velocities, in
general, causes a blue-shift of the modes (Figure S3) but it does not suffice to completely capture the blue
shift of the resolved acoustic branches. More specifically, the S0-like mode is sensitive to cT as well as the
S1-like mode but at higher wave vectors (Figure S3). In contrast, the increase of cL mostly produces a blue
shift of only S1 and S2-like modes. The trapezoidal shape, together with the slight increase in velocities is
necessary to completely describe the experimental dispersion. In conclusion, the phononic dispersion of
nanowalls is very sensitive to variations in the wall thickness, but not variations of their edges shape.
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Figure S1: (a) Full dispersion curves of nanowalls calculated for their 300 first eigenfrequencies. (b) Dispersion
curves of the modes with mainly ux and uy components (Pxy ≥ 0.8).

Figure S2: Lamb plate theoretical dispersion plot (orange open circles) and experimental dispersion (black spheres)
for (a) high aspect ratio nanowalls and (b) short aspect ratio nanolines. The experimental points have been acquired
in both T and BS geometry.
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Figure S3: (a-b) Effect of (a) cT and (b) cL in high AR nanowalls BLS intensity. S0-like mode is sensitive mainly to
cT a while S1-like mode is sensitive to cL and to cT in lesser degree. The sound velocity has been fixed to cL = 2620
m/s in (a) and cT = 1350 m/s in (b).

Figure S4: Effect of the contact between high aspect ratio nanowalls in the VV BLS intensity: (a) small contact area,
nanowalls touch about 1/4 of their height; (b) large contact area, nanowalls touch about 1/2 of their height. The
bands of greater intensity in (b) correspond to the Lamb modes of a plate of 2w width.
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Figure S5: Theoretical BLS spectra at q = 0.0118 nm-1 as a function of the nanoline section shape.

Figure S6: (a) Experimental dispersion plot (VV polarization) of trapezoidal aged nanowalls (pink) is blue-shifted
respect to the original (green). (b) Cross section SEM micrograph displays the distinct width at the base (bottom
inset) and the top (upper inset) of the nanowalls. (c) Dispersion relation colored according to the VV BLS intensity.
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Figure S7: Normalized density of states (DOS) for long nanowalls, as a function of the projected q along the
nanowalls, for three different orientations φ.

Figure S8: (a) Experimental dispersion relation measured with probing q along (φ = 0°) and perpendicular (φ = 90°)
to the nanowalls of the grating filled with Cargille liquid. The dashed line is a guide for the eye. (b-c) VV spectra at
0.0167 nm-1 (b) along and (c) across the nanowalls.
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